When is it ethically appropriate to make an emerging therapeutic technique or treatment available to the public outside of a research protocol? Earl (2019) proposes a “dual deviation model” whereby clinicians engaged in “innovative practice” should be required to prospectively justify not only why they are deviating from the standard of care but also why they are deviating from the so-called research standard. This commentary highlights one main limitation of Earl’s proposal: namely, it is geared towards clinicians working in institutional contexts. Yet, as Earl (2019) notes, clinicians who work in such contexts are often already subject to some form of institutional oversight—and are therefore likely more cautious than their counterparts in private practice. It is physicians who work privately, with no institutional oversight and with little connection to research infrastructure, who may be engaging in innovative practices that most dramatically depart from the standard of care—and that may present the most harm to patients.

Take, for example, the use of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), an experimental technique that provides low levels of electrical stimulation to the brain. Although tDCS is not approved by the Food and Drug Administration for any indication (Fregni et al. 2015), in clinical research it has shown promise for treating conditions such as depression and chronic pain (Lefaucheur et al. 2017). The handful of physicians working in institutional contexts who provide tDCS for non-research purposes must typically justify their use of the technique—using available scientific evidence—to an institutional oversight committee. In this example, Earl’s proposal would have little effect on patient safety, as physicians’ protocols are
already typically subject to committee oversight. Furthermore, runaway diffusion is unlikely to be a concern, because uptake will be limited so long as tDCS is not FDA-approved.

Outside the institutional context is where more serious questions arise with regard to experimental brain stimulation techniques, both in terms of direct harm to patients and runaway diffusion. My preliminary work on private “brain wellness” clinics has indicated that many practitioners utilize tDCS and other experimental brain stimulation techniques for indications for which there is little evidence. This, of course, raises the intractable question of where to draw the line between innovation and non-evidence-based medicine. It also highlights the lack of oversight, as these practitioners are not required to justify their use of brain stimulation techniques to institutional committees. Earl might argue that oversight in this case should fall to professional societies and peers. But the professional societies seem to encourage the use of these techniques: at the annual meetings that these practitioners attend (ISNR 2018; AAPB 2019) there are training sessions in brain stimulation techniques using non-FDA approved devices—thereby increasing both the chances of runaway diffusion and patient harm.

Brain stimulation is not an isolated example. Innovation flourishes more readily outside the rules and bureaucracy of institutions, in the safe harbors of private practice. Although much of the bioethics literature on medical innovation arose in the context of surgery (e.g., Agich 2001; McKneally and Daar 2003; Reitsma and Moreno 2006), which most often occurs in an institutional setting, it is time to cast a wider net. A comprehensive proposal to balance access to innovative therapeutic techniques with patient protection must consider all innovation, not only that which occurs in institutional contexts.
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